
A DISCUSSION ON THE ISSUE OF STRENGTHENING SECURITY IN THE

COCKPIT

Global water security we provide an introductory discussion of the global water picture, but we do not do a
comprehensive river basin type of water issue.

Yoh said his engineers reviewed the FAA specification and concluded that the new doors could withstand a
couple of hits by a pound man but maybe not a third. In addition to making the doors stronger, the FAA rules
require that keys to the cockpit be restricted to flight crew members. The order also said that officials of the
airline, who have been deputed for familiarization of flight for better practical understanding of cockpit
instruments, can travel in jump seat if they have the approval of pilot-in-command. The order said that any
"representative of manufacturer of aircraft", who has to observe pilots and instruments, can travel in the jump
seat with the approval of pilot-in-command. Reuters On 15 July, Directorate General of Civil Aviation DGCA
had barred airline officials, including pilots, cabin crew and aircraft maintenance engineers, from travelling in
the cockpit when they are off-duty or on leave. It also allowed any "officer of the Civil Aviation Department
or India Meteorological Department, authorized by the DGCA to perform official duties" to travel in the
cockpit's jump seat. The order had come after an off-duty pilot of Air India tested positive in a pre-flight
alcohol test on 13 July when he was scheduled to travel in the jump seat of the plane's cockpit from Delhi to
Bengaluru. Traditionally, the senior flight attendant also has carried a key. The order had come after an
off-duty pilot of Air India tested positive in a pre-flight alcohol test on 13 July when he was scheduled to
travel in the jump seat of the plane's cockpit from Delhi to Bengaluru. We are trying to meet the demands that
our customers are putting on us. The order also said that officials of the airline, who have been deputed for
familiarization of flight for better practical understanding of cockpit instruments, can travel in jump seat if
they have the approval of pilot-in-command. It also said that any other person authorised by the DGCA can
travel in the cockpit's jump seat too. Flight crew members include the cockpit crew pilots and cabin crew
members flight attendants. Advertisement Boeing Co. India Press Trust of India Sep 03, IST Aviation
regulator DGCA on Tuesday allowed off-duty pilots and cabin crew members to travel in the jump seat of
plane's cockpit, according to an official order Directorate General of Civil Aviation had barred airline
officials, including pilots, cabin crew and aircraft maintenance engineers, from travelling in the cockpit when
they are off-duty The order had come after an off-duty pilot of Air India tested positive in a pre-flight alcohol
test on 13 July when he was scheduled to travel in the jump seat of the plane's cockpit from Delhi New Delhi:
Aviation regulator DGCA on Tuesday allowed off-duty pilots and cabin crew members to travel in the jump
seat of plane's cockpit, according to an official order. The FAA rules call for making doors harder to bash in or
shoot open, even at point-blank range. Some airlines, including Alaska and Jet Blue, already are moving ahead
with hardened doors. The Tuesday order issued by the DGCA stated that "for the purpose of security of
aircraft operations", no person "shall enter the cockpit and occupy the jump seat" during flight time unless "he
or she is any flight crew member of the aircraft operator, who has been authorised by the aircraft operator and
has the permission of the pilot in command, whose presence in the cockpit shall be beneficial for the overall
safety of operations". The order said that any "representative of manufacturer of aircraft", who has to observe
pilots and instruments, can travel in the jump seat with the approval of pilot-in-command. A DGCA official
clarified that while Tuesday's order does permit off-duty pilots and off-duty cabin crew members to travel in
the cockpit's jump seat, they will have to still undergo pre-flight alcohol test just like the pilots flying the
plane. Cockpit doors will have to remain locked during flight and will be designed so they can be unlocked
only from the inside. Flight crew members include the cockpit crew pilots and cabin crew members flight
attendants. But critics say the standards do not fully address a possible attack using plastic explosives. Crew
rescue procedures will be changed. Representational image. It also said that any other person authorised by the
DGCA can travel in the cockpit's jump seat too. A DGCA official clarified that while Tuesday's order does
permit off-duty pilots and off-duty cabin crew members to travel in the cockpit's jump seat, they will have to
still undergo pre-flight alcohol test just like the pilots flying the plane. It also allowed any "officer of the Civil
Aviation Department or India Meteorological Department, authorized by the DGCA to perform official duties"
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to travel in the cockpit's jump seat. Airlines will have until April to install the hardened doors on about 6,
planes. India Press Trust of India Sep 03, IST Aviation regulator DGCA on Tuesday allowed off-duty pilots
and cabin crew members to travel in the jump seat of plane's cockpit, according to an official order Directorate
General of Civil Aviation had barred airline officials, including pilots, cabin crew and aircraft maintenance
engineers, from travelling in the cockpit when they are off-duty The order had come after an off-duty pilot of
Air India tested positive in a pre-flight alcohol test on 13 July when he was scheduled to travel in the jump
seat of the plane's cockpit from Delhi New Delhi: Aviation regulator DGCA on Tuesday allowed off-duty
pilots and cabin crew members to travel in the jump seat of plane's cockpit, according to an official order.
Representational image. And the rules also call for building in resistance to shrapnel from a grenade. The
Tuesday order issued by the DGCA stated that "for the purpose of security of aircraft operations", no person
"shall enter the cockpit and occupy the jump seat" during flight time unless "he or she is any flight crew
member of the aircraft operator, who has been authorised by the aircraft operator and has the permission of the
pilot in command, whose presence in the cockpit shall be beneficial for the overall safety of operations". Mike
Markushewski, a Philadelphia-area mechanical engineer, said his initial conclusion was that the specifications
are an improvement over the current doors but are not fail-safe. Reuters On 15 July, Directorate General of
Civil Aviation DGCA had barred airline officials, including pilots, cabin crew and aircraft maintenance
engineers, from travelling in the cockpit when they are off-duty or on leave. The FAA standards envision
replacing temporary safeguards, such as reinforcing bars that were installed immediately after the attacks on
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.


